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Abstract8

Accurate and fast assessment of vessel segmentation from liver slices remain challenging9

and important tasks for the clinicians. The algorithms from the literature are not fast and10

accurate for vessel segmentation. We propose fast parallel gradient based seeded region11

growing approach for vessel segmentation. Seeded region growing is tedious when the12

inter-connectivity between the image elements is unavoidable. Parallelizing region growing13

algorithms are essential towards achieving real time performance for the overall process of14

accurate vessel segmentation. The parallel implementation of seeded region growing for15

vessel segmentation is iterative and hence time consuming process. Seeded region growing16

is implemented as kernel termination and relaunch on GPU due to its iterative mechanism.17

The iterative process in region growing is time consuming due to intermediate memory18

transfers between CPU and GPU. We propose persistent and grid-stride loop based parallel19

approach for region growing. We analyze static region of interest of tiles on GPU for the20

acceleration of seeded region growing. The proposed parallel approach provide fast accurate21

2D vessel segmentation. We implement parallel gradient based seeded region growing for22

vessel segmentation. The proposed parallel seeded region growing for vessel segmentation is23

1.9x faster compared to the kernel termination and relaunch.24
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1. Introduction27

In medical imaging, vessel segmentation from liver slices is one of the challenging tasks.28

Seeded region growing (SRG) is a widely used approach for semi automatic vessel segmentation29

[1]. Delibasis et. al. have proposed a tool based on a modified version of SRG algorithm,30

combined with a priori knowledge of the required shape [2]. SRG starts with a set of pixels31

called seeds and grows a uniform, connected region from each seed. Key steps to SRG are32

to define seed(s) and a classifying criterion that relies on the image properties and user33

interaction [3]. SRG starts from a seed and finds the similar neighboring points based34

on the threshold criteria using 4 or 8 connectivity. The region is grown if the threshold35

criteria is satisfied. Similar neighbors are new seed points for the next iteration. This36

process is repeated until the region can not be grown further. In practice, it demands high37

computational cost to the large amount of dependent data to be processed in SRG especially38

in the medical image analysis and still requires efficient solutions [4].39

SRG is an iterative process. SRG is invoked continuously until region can not be grown40

further. Iterative process in SRG, when implemented on GPU requires terminating kernel41

and relaunching from CPU (Kernel Termination and Relaunch (KTRL)) and data transfers42

between CPU and GPU [3]. So our main objective is to reduce these data transfers using43

different inter block GPU synchronization (IBS) methods resulting in an efficient parallel44

implementation of SRG. IBS provides flexibility to move all the computations on GPU by45

providing visibility to updated intermediate data without any intervention from CPU.46

In this paper, we propose persistent, grid-stride loop and IBS based GPU approach for47

SRG to avoid intermediate memory transfers between CPU and GPU. This also reduces48

processing over unnecessary image voxels providing significant speedup. Persistent thread49

block (PT) approach is basically dependent on number of active thread blocks and grid-stride50

loop becomes essential when the number of threads in the grid are not enough to process51

the image voxels independently [5, 6].52

We implement parallel image gradient using grid-stride loop. We propose gradient53

and shared memory based fast parallel SRG implemented entirely on GPU without any54
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intermediate transfers between CPU and GPU. This is inspired by parallel processing on55

static region of interest (RoI) of tiles on GPU. We compare the proposed persistent based56

parallel SRG with KTRL for accurate vessel segmentation. The gradient based fast parallel57

SRG for 2D vessel segmentation is 1.9x faster compared to the state-of-the-art.58

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefs relevant works and59

state-of-the-art with respect to SRG. Section 3 explains GPU approaches (KTRL and60

Static) for SRG implementation using persistence and grid-stride loop. The application61

of parallel SRG to vessel segmentation is discussed in the Section 4. Performance results62

and comparison of persistent and grid-stride loop based parallel SRG for vessel segmentation63

are mentioned in the Section 5. Section 6 concludes summarizing the main conclusions of64

this paper and indicating future directions.65

2. Background and Motivation66

The SRG plays vital role in medical image segmentation. Smistad et. al. [7] and [8]67

have discussed about parallel SRG for image segmentation. The reference implementation68

is shown in the Figure 1. Medical image dataset is cropped before processing. Then the69

CPU allocates the memory equivalent to the cropped size to copy the data to the cropped70

image on the GPU. Further SRG is performed for image segmentation. This is the simplistic71

representation of the work by Smistad et. al. [8]. We have not considered pre-processing72

stage in this work assuming the images are pre-processed. Smistad et. al. [8] have proposed73

non-PT (non persistent thread) approach for SRG based vessel segmentation.74

Smistad et al. in [3] have proposed parallel region growing with double buffering algorithm75

based on the parallel breadth first search algorithm by Harish and Narayanan [9]. They have76

suggested a dynamic queue for SRG and mentioned that changing the number of threads77

(due to border expansion of the region) typically involves restarting the kernel, and this78

requires reading all the values from global memory again. But they have not recommended79

probable solution for this problem. Smistad et al. in [10] have presented a data parallel80

version of the SRG based Inverse Gradient Flow Tracking Segmentation algorithm using81

KTRL. Zhang et al. [11] have implemented bidirectional region growing where they have82
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used a dynamic queue (stack). Jiang et al. [12] have proposed improved branch based region83

growing vessel segmentation algorithm using stack.84

GPU based implementation of SRG needs a dynamic queue (stack). CPUs provide85

hardware support for stacks but GPUs do not [6]. Any queuing system has a large number86

of pieces of work to do and a fixed number of workers corresponding to the fixed number87

of computing units. Pieces are then assigned dynamically to the workers. The problem is88

deciding the maximum number of pieces of work in the queuing system. If decided, persistent89

blocks iterate through these pieces of work in the queuing system.90

Figure 1: Reference Approach derived from Smistad et. al. [8]

GPU implementation of a stack requires continuous changes in memory allocations which91

in turn requires iterative GPU kernel invocation from CPU i.e. kernel termination and92

relaunch (KTRL) as discussed in the algorithms IVM backtracking and work stealing phase93

by Pessoa et al. [13]. Task-parallel run-time system, called TREES, that is designed for high94

performance on CPU/GPU platforms by Hechtman et al. [14] have shown the invocation of95

GPU kernels from CPU iteratively for updating task mask stack (TMS) in TREES execution.96

The loop involved while implementing data flow through the stream kernels of the rendering97

system (involving stack) on GPU controlled by CPU (i.e. KTRL) is proposed by Ernst et98

al. [15].99
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Nevertheless, there is an alternate GPU implementation of queuing system (stack) using100

dynamic kernel launching. Chen et. al. [2015] have proposed free launch based dynamic101

kernel launches through thread reuse technique [6]. This technique requires no hardware102

extensions, immediately deployable on existing GPUs. By turning subkernel launch into103

a programming feature independent of hardware support, free launch provides alternate104

approach for subkernel launch which can be used beneficially on GPUs.105

KTRL includes terminating a GPU kernel and invoking it from the CPU if the region106

can be grown further [3, 10]. GPU kernel SRG is called from CPU. Region grows from107

a seed based on the threshold criteria. SRG kernel is terminated and relaunched from108

CPU if region is not grown completely. This process continues until region can not be109

grown further. The process involves transfer of data to and fro from CPU and GPU. In110

KTRL, SRG kernel operates on each voxel of whole image data in all the iterations. It111

includes redundant memory transfers and unnecessary computations over complete image.112

Hence the main contributions of this paper are the implementation of persistence based113

approaches to improve the performance of SRG by reducing unwanted computations and114

avoiding intermediate memory transfers between CPU and GPU. Memory on the GPU is115

limited and may not be enough for processing large medical datasets. However, most medical116

datasets contain a lot of data that is not part of the RoI.117

The process of KTRL which involves iterative calling of the kernel is not efficient when118

implemented on GPU. Hence, as an optimized solution to KTRL, we propose persistent119

and grid-stride loop based GPU approaches. These approaches are based on processing over120

static RoI of tiles and dynamic RoI of tiles. We discuss the further details in the upcoming121

sections.122

3. Parallel SRG123

GPU is a grid of block of threads. Thread is the smallest computational unit mapped on124

the cores and block of threads are mapped on the streaming multiprocessors (SMs). Each125

SM can occupy more than one block. The threads from independent blocks can access data126

via shared memory in the SM [16]. In order to communicate valid data between the blocks,127
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these persistent blocks need to be synchronized via IBS through device memory. Persistence128

implies maximum number thread blocks that can be active at the time of computation129

depending upon the GPU resources available [5, 17].130

We use PT and shared memory based approaches for SRG implementations. Shared131

memory and grid-stride loop based SRG reduces total memory transfers and computations.132

Grid-stride is inspired when the grid is not large enough to occupy all the data elements133

[18, 19]. Rather than assuming that the thread grid is large enough to cover the entire image134

elements, the kernel loops over the image one grid-size at a time. The stride of the loop135

is the total number of threads on the grid [18]. These threads (or block of threads) iterate136

over the image until the process of SRG terminates.137

CPU GPU

SRG 
Kernel

YesStop No
Launch Kernel

Terminate Kernel

Can 
Region   
Grow? 

Set a seed

Start

(a) using KTRL by Smistad et. al. [8], [7]

GPUCPU

SRG 
Kernel

Yes

Set a 
seed

Launch 
Kernel

Terminate 
Kernel

Can 
Region 
Grow? 

IBS

No

Stop

Start

IBS-Inter Block GPU 
Synchronization

(b) using Grid-Stride Loop

Figure 2: GPU Implementations of SRG

For each thread in parallel on GPU, SRG starts from the seed thread and finds similar138

neighbours surrounding it Region is grown by making similar neighbouring elements as new139

seeds. The process of SRG is repeated until similar neighbours can not be found. Normally140

SRG can be implemented on the GPU as a recursive or iterative kernel calling (KTRL) as141

shown in Figure 2a. Kernel calling involves invocation of a grid of block of threads. The142

blocks are executed on streaming multiprocessors (SM) and threads are executed on cores.143

Park et el. [20] and Smistad et al. [3] have given brief introduction about CUDA (Compute144

Unified Device Architecture) architecture and GPU computing. They have detailed the145

information on grid, blocks, threads and memory hierarchy of CUDA architecture.146
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SRG can be recursive or iterative process. Recursive kernel calling can not utilize GPU147

cores efficiently due to hardware limitations [21]. Iterative GPU kernel call from CPU is148

costlier due to memory transfers between CPU and GPU and it involves all the image149

elements to be considered in each step of SRG. GPU implementation of SRG using KTRL150

is shown in the Figure 2a. It shows that, the kernel SRG is called on GPU continuously151

from the host CPU until the region can not be grown further. It starts from the seed, finds152

similar neighbours and grows the region. This process continues until the region can not be153

grown further. The process of the KTRL causes unnecessary image elements to be part of154

computations and intermediate memory transfers between CPU and GPU.155

Hence in order to avoid these problems, we propose grid-stride loop through complete156

image based GPU approach as shown in the Figure 2b. SRG starts from the seed and the157

control goes to GPU. The SRG kernel is launched if the region is not grown completely. IBS158

is needed in order to transfer valid data in between the active thread blocks. The number of159

active thread blocks on SMs are limited due to resource constraints. These maximum number160

of active blocks are persistent blocks [5, 16, 17]. The looping i.e. grid-stride loop terminate161

when the region can not be grown further and control returns to the host CPU as shown in162

the Figure 2b. We have discussed KTRL based GPU approach for SRG implementation163

and its disadvantages. Now, we are going to analyze PT based GPU approaches for164

high performance SRG implementation. Proposed approaches exploit parallelism using165

persistence and IBS as detailed in the static and dynamic approaches.166

3.1. Static Approach167

In the proposed approach, we apply grid-stride loop through static RoI (complete image)168

using persistence and IBS [5, 17]. The complete liver image is mapped on the GPU as grid169

of block of threads as shown in the Figure 3b. CPU invokes SRG kernel on GPU. Persistent170

blocks iterate through complete image and grow region from the seed in each and every171

iteration on GPU. This iteration of persistent blocks over the tiles of the image and the172

grid-stride loop based SRG is shown in Figure 2b. Steps of SRG in Figures 3c - 3f show the173

grown region of the liver. SRG kernel terminates when the region is grown completely. We174
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copy the data from the device memory to the shared memory. This data is shared by all175

the threads inside the blocks. This is necessary to share the neighbouring elements between176

different voxels of the image. For each parallel thread in the block, if seed is found and is177

not the boundary element of the block, we calculate similar neighbouring elements. Region178

is grown by making similar neighbouring elements as new seeds.179

(a) Grid of Blocks (b) Liver Mapped on GPU (c) Step 1

(d) Step 2 (e) Step 3 (f) Step 4

Figure 3: SRG using Persistence and Grid-Stride Loop through Complete Image

There are four persistent blocks shown in Figure 3. These four persistent blocks are180

iterated through liver elements. Tiles with the same color are iterated by same persistent181

block. In KTRL, these tiles are processed by the thread blocks randomly.182

Step 1 in Figure 3c is obtained when the grid-stride loop by persistent blocks (4 in this183

example) is applied on the tiles over liver image. Region is grown around the seed containing184

similar elements. IBS is applied to communicate valid data in between the blocks for the185

next step of SRG as shown in Figure 2b. Persistent blocks iterate over the liver image and186

the region is grown again in step 2 as shown in Figure 3d. IBS is applied and valid data is187

communicated in between the blocks so that the region can be grown further as shown in188

Figures 3e and 3f. After step 4 in Figure 3f, SRG stops as region can not be grown further.189

Each step contain many iterations where region starts growing when persistent blocks iterate190

through tiles of the image. This iterative process continues until region can not be grown191
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further. Code snapshot of the complete process is provided in the Algorithm 1.192

Algorithm 1: Grid-stride Loop through Complete Image

1: unfinished=1;

2: while unfinished==1 do

3: unfinished=0;

4: for int i=blockIdx.x; i <= width/(blockDim.x− 2); i=i+gridDim.x do

5: for int j=blockIdx.y; j <= height/(blockDim.y − 2); j=j+gridDim.y do

6: for int k=blockIdx.z; k <= depth/(blockDim.z − 2); k=k+gridDim.z do

7: Region Growing(arguments, unfinished);

8: end for

9: end for

10: end for

11: Inter Block GPU Sync();

12: end while

193

Global variable ”unfinished” is 1 if region has to be grown further else it is 0. Persistent194

blocks in x, y and z directions iterate through complete image. Two is subtracted from195

block dimensions to avoid computations around boundary voxels (from left and right in each196

dimensions) from shared memory as region can not be grown further in the block. After each197

step of SRG, when the processing on complete image is done then all the persistent blocks are198

globally synchronized via ”Inter Block GPU Sync()” barrier. This ensures that valid data is199

communicated for the next step of SRG. This barrier can be Atomic(), Quasi(), LockFree()200

or can be implemented using NVIDIA CUDA API Cooperative-groups [17, 22, 23]. We use201

quasi based IBS because of its efficicient implementation [22].202

4. Application to 2D Vessel Segmentation203

The 2D segmentation algorithm is inspired by the gradient based SRG algorithm developed204

by Rai and Nair [24]. We proposed the fast parallel SRG based segmentation algorithm on205

GPU for vessel segmentation. We discuss the two important modules i.e. image gradient206

and SRG for the fast parallel 2D segmentation of vessels from CT liver images.207
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4.1. Parallel Image Gradient208

Rai and Nair [24] have presented homogeneity criterion selection and its impact on the209

quality of segmentation using SRG. They have used gradient based cost function. These210

cost functions are based on object contrast, region boundary, homogeneity of the region, and211

texture features like shape and color, intensities values, gradient direction and magnitude.212

The cost function exploits certain features of the image around the seed. Gradient based cost213

function requires gradient of the image, largest gradient magnitude (max g) and minimum214

gradient (min g) present in the image.215

Algorithm 2: Parallel Image Gradient using Grid-stride Loop

1: voxel.x = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

2: voxel.y = blockIdx.y * blockDim.y + threadIdx.y;

3: stridex = blockDim.x * gridDim.x;

4: stridey = blockDim.y * gridDim.y;

5: for int k=voxel.x; k < rows; k=k+stridex do

6: for int l=voxel.y; l < cols; l=l+stridey do

7: candidate.x = k + 1; candidate.y = l + 1;

8: check if neighbour candidate is within image dimensions;

9: gx = 0.5*(data[candidate.x*cols + l] - data[k*cols + l]);

10: gy = 0.5*(data[k*cols + candidate.y] - data[k*cols + l]);

11: g = sqrt(gx*gx + gy*gy);

12: data g[k*cols + l]=g;

13: if(max g < g) atomicMax(&max g, g);

14: if(min g > g) atomicMin(&min g, g);

15: end for

16: end for

216

The cost functions are:217

218

cost1 = g/(k ∗max g) 0 < cost1 < 1 (1)
219

cost2 = (max g − g)/(max g −min g) 0 < cost2 < 1 (2)

where g is gradient magnitude of the pixel under consideration and k is the constant220
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parameter which controls the region growth. The pixel under consideration is added in221

the growing region if it matches with the seed elements i.e. cost functions specified by222

Equations 1 and 2 are satisfied otherwise it is excluded from consideration.223

We propose grid-stride loop based parallel image gradient method in Algorithm 2. For224

each pixel in parallel, we calculate its gradient magnitude (g) with respect to neighbouring225

element. Horizontal and vertical gradient components are given by gx and gy. The magnitude226

of maximum and minimum gradients are updated simultaneously. The gradient of the image227

is desired input for SRG based segmentation along with the seed. This is discussed in the228

next section.229

4.2. Parallel Vessel Segmentation230

We propose fast parallel vessel segmentation as shown in Figure 4. The algorithm is231

inspired from gradient based segmentation algorithm by Rai and Nair [24]. Figure 4 shows232

parallel implementation of vessel segmentation where the user selects seed(s). These seed(s)233

along with the image are transferred to the GPU. Device kernel calculates the image gradient234

in parallel as discussed in the earlier section. The IBS is necessary to reflect the updated235

image gradients in the device memory.236

Further we apply SRG algorithm. The cost functions based on gradient are shown in237

Equations 1 and 2. For each pixel in parallel, the pixel under consideration invokes SRG238

kernel if it satisfies the cost functions. The seeds are updated after IBS and the gradient239

based cost functions are verified again for new pixels. This process continues until no new240

seeds are formed i.e. no new pixels are added to the growing region.241

The kernel is terminated and the control returns to the CPU when the region is grown242

completely. The segmented image is transferred to the CPU. The process of segmentation243

stops. This GPU implementation avoids iterative call of SRG kernel from CPU. We use244

gradient and persistent based parallel SRG for vessel segmentation.245
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Figure 4: Proposed Parallel Vessel Segmentation

5. Performance Evaluation246

We propose persistent and grid-stride based GPU approaches for fast parallel 2D vessel247

segmentation. The performance results are obtained from KTRL and proposed persistent248

based GPU approach. We compare proposed approaches with KTRL. We use Intel(R)249

Core(TM) i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80GHz RAM 24 GB, NVIDIA GPU 1050 (RAM 4GB),250

OpenCL 1.2 (ref. [25]) and CUDA Toolkit 10.1 for the implementation.251

5.1. Parallel 2D Vessel Segmentation252

We propose persistent and grid-stride based GPU approaches for fast parallel 2D vessel253

segmentation. Variations in vessel segmentation with constant parameter k using parallel254

SRG is shown in Figure 5. The input to the parallel 2D SRG is CT slice of the liver as255

shown in Figure 5a. We calculate the gradient of input CT image as shown in Figure 5b.256

The ground truth for the segmentation is shown in Figure 5c.257

We show the two segmented vessels with change in parameter k i.e. 0.04, 0.05, and 0.06.258

The first segmented vessel as shown in Figures 5d, 5e, 5f is accurate at 0.05. Similarly we259
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(a) CT Image (b) Gradient (c) Ground Truth

(d) Vessel 1 for k=0.04 (e) Vessel 1 (k=0.05) (f) Vessel 1 (k=0.06)

(g) Vessel 2 (k=0.04) (h) Vessel 2 (k=0.05) (i) Vessel 2 (k=0.06)

(Note: k=0.05 is providing visually better results for the first Liver slice)

Figure 5: Variations in Fast Parallel Vessel Segmentation with Constant Parameter ’k’ using Parallel SRG

on First Liver Slice

show the segmentation of second vessel from the same slice. The variations in segmentation260

w.r.t. k are shown in Figures 5g, 5h, 5i. The more accurate segmentation is obtained at261

0.05.262

Further we show the accuracy of the segmentation on another CT Slice as shown in263

Figure 6a. We calculate the gradient (Figure 6b) of the input CT image on GPU. We apply264

the parallel SRG using gradient based thresholding criteria giving more accurate results at265

k=0.05 for two vessels inside the CT slice as shown in Figures 6c and 6d. The ground truth266

for the segmentation is shown in Figure 6e. We analyze that the vessels are more accurately267

segmented when the parameter k takes the value 0.05.268

The speedup obtained by proposed parallel static approach over KTRL on first two CT269

liver slices are shown in the Table 1. The maximum speedup for vessel segmentation by270
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(a) CT Image (b) Gradient (c) First Vessel (d) Second Vessel (e) Ground Truth

Figure 6: Vessel Segmentation (for k=0.05) using Parallel SRG on Second Liver Slice

Table 1: Time and Speedup for Vessel Segmentation

Data → Vessel Segmentation

GPU Approaches →

Metrics ↓
KTRL

Static

(Speedup)

Time in ms for kernel

SRG - 1st Slice (k=0.05)

1st vessel

5.7
3.4

(1.67x)

Time in ms for kernel

SRG - 1st Slice (k=0.05)

2nd vessel

2.1
1.5

(1.4x)

Time in ms for kernel

SRG - 2nd Slice (k=0.05)

1st vessel

1.5
1

(1.5x)

Time in ms for kernel

SRG - 2nd Slice (k=0.05)

2nd vessel

3.5
2.4

(1.45x)

proposed parallel static SRG is 1.67x w.r.t. KTRL on the first liver slice. But the average271

speedup obtained by proposed parallel static approach for all the vessels (in 6 slices tested) is272

1.9x compared to KTRL. We evaluate the speedup of the vessel segmentation on parameter273

k=0.05 because the vessel segmentation is more accurate as shown in Figure 5.274

Further we analyze the effect of parallel SRG on different slices for multiple vessel275

segmentation using multiple seeds as shown in Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10. The segmentation276
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(a) CT Image (b) Gradient (c) Two Seeds (d) Four Seeds (e) Ground Truth

Figure 7: Fast Parallel Vessel Segmentation using Parallel SRG on Third Liver Slice using multiple seeds

(a) CT Image (b) Gradient (c) Three Seeds (d) Four Seeds (e) Ground Truth

Figure 8: Fast Parallel Vessel Segmentation using Parallel SRG on Fourth Liver Slice using multiple seeds

(a) CT Image (b) Gradient (c) Single Seed (d) Four Seeds (e) Ground Truth

Figure 9: Fast Parallel Vessel Segmentation using Parallel SRG on Fifth Liver Slice using multiple seeds

(a) CT Image (b) Gradient (c) Two Seeds (d) Three Seeds (e) Ground Truth

Figure 10: Fast Parallel Vessel Segmentation using Parallel SRG on Sixth Liver Slice using multiple seeds

of the long vessel as shown in Figure 8d is slightly extended compared to the ground truth277

shown in Figure 8e. It can be seen from input CT image and gradient image (Figures 8a278

and 8b), the long vessel has extension which is not shown in the ground truth. We show the279

thick vessel segmentation in Figures 7d, 9c, 8c and thin vessel segmentation in Figures 7c,280

8c and 8d.281
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Our proposed parallel implementations of SRG are not only fast but also accurate for282

vessel segmentation. This accuracy of the segmentation depends on the constant parameter283

’k’. The clinicians get the flexibility to decide which segmentation is more accurate. The284

process takes very less time (few ms). Hence this reduces the overall time for segmentation285

for various values of parameter ’k’ if the clinician wants to have more accuracy.286

5.2. Discussion287

In this paper, we propose persistence and grid-stride loop based SRG implementation.288

In order to obtain significant speedup, we need to exploit parallelism by using persistence289

and IBS. It involves change in the large body of SRG algorithm. We want algorithms that290

require as less synchronization as possible. In general if algorithm requires IBS, it is probably291

not going to be particularly fast. The fastest algorithms on GPUs are ones that fit nicely292

into the GPU programming model, where blocks are independent from each other and do293

not require synchronization.294

But the problem arises when iterative calling of the kernel can not be avoided. It incurs295

memory transfers from CPU to GPU when KTRL is used for global synchronizations. Hence296

it has to go through synchronizations as the next step of SRG which is dependent on the297

current step. Terminating a kernel and relaunching incurs data transfers from CPU to GPU298

and vice versa. It is time consuming.299

If we use IBS method along with persistence, then we can map whole algorithm on300

GPU with synchronization. Control comes back to CPU only if the kernel task is over.301

CPU launches a kernel on GPU, GPU executes it and final results are copied to CPU. No302

intermediate data communication occurs in the proposed approach (unlikely in KTRL).303

6. Conclusion304

In this paper, we discuss SRG based vessel segmentation and its parallel implementation305

on GPU. We propose persistence and grid-stride loop based GPU approach for SRG providing306

significant speedup. Normally recursion/iterative calling of a kernel is generally a bad idea307

on GPUs. We use persistence and grid-stride approach as an alternate implementation for308
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KTRL. We compare proposed GPU optimization strategy for SRG implementation. The309

proposed persistent and gradient based parallel SRG for 2D vessel segmentation is accurate310

and 1.9x faster compared to the KTRL.311
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